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...book!
Yes, at first glance it is ”just a book”… Some cardboard and paper...
But...YOU made this, you are the one who created the book!
The story, all the words, the photos, the events, the memories, the love, your friends, your
family, your loved ones…
People who create a book for their own sake get to experience a very unique feeling when
receiving the book. The ones who also share their book or even give a book as a gift, will
experience an even greater feeling...
We sometimes try to describe that feeling, but, it is nearly impossible to describe these
emotions.
YOU, the one who actually made the book, are the one who can define this
experience the best - thank you for sharing!
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The world loves books!
If you're using Solentro, you're a story-teller
at heart, in text as well as through pictures.
You are one of 100 000 others who use
Solentro - thank you!
We expanded our geographical range the
other day by including Latvia, which means
that we now have customers in 32
countries!
It is amazing to know that so many
people around the world appreciate
and value what Solentro can do for
them!
Here's a list of all the countries where we, up
to date, have customers:
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Sweden
USA
Canada
Mexico
England
Germany
Denmark
Norway
Finland
Spain
Australia
New Zealand
Portugal
Malaysia
France
Ireland

Singapore
South Korea
Israel
Greece
Albania
Italy
Austria
Switzerland
Chile
Luxembourg
Belgium
Netherlands
Liechtenstein
Estonia
Czech Republic
Latvia

Great news for people who read books!
* Reading in print helps with
comprehension.
* Reading long sentences without links
is a skill you need — but can lose if you
don't practice.
* Reading in a slow, focused,
undistracted way is good for your
brain.
To learn more about this click here!

Happy greetings!
/Hampus & Tobias Schildfat, brothers and founders

At Solentro you can make your own book, photo book, photo album, wedding book, graduation book (yearbook),
christening book, book of remembrance,blog book, retirement book, "my first book"
- we focus on simplicity and usability which opens up for your creativity!
* The discount only apply to the price of your book and can not be
combined with any other offers. Shipping and handling not included.
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